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Abstract—A rapid growth of data in recent time, Industries
and academia required an intelligent data analysis tool that
would be helpful to satisfy the need to analysis a huge amount of
data. MapReduce framework is basically designed to compute
data intensive applications to support effective decision making.
Since its introduction, remarkable research efforts have been put
to make it more familiar to the users subsequently utilized to
support the execution of massive data intensive applications.
Our survey paper emphasizes the state of the art in
improving the performance of various applications using recent
MapReduce models and how it is useful to process large scale
dataset. A comparative study of given models corresponds to
Apache Hadoop and Phoenix will be discussed primarily based
on execution time and fault tolerance. At the end, a high-level
discussion will be done about the enhancement of the
MapReduce computation in specific problem area such as
Iterative computation, continuous query processing, hybrid
database etc.
Keywords—Map Reduce; Hadoop; Iterative Computation;
Phoenix; Databases

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the present days, a voluminous data handling is a prime
concern topic for researchers. Many applications like data
mining, Image processing, data analytic etc are required
processing of huge amount of data. In 2004, Google [1] had
invented a MapReduce framework suitable for parallel data
processing in distributed computing environment. MapReduce
is a processing paradigm of executing data with partitioning
and aggregation of intermediate results. It works to process
data in parallel in which splitting of data, distribution,
synchronization and fault tolerance are handled automatically
by the framework. Map reduce framework is famous for large
scale data processing and analysis of voluminous datasets in
clusters of machines.
A MapReduce framework can be categorized into mainly
two steps such as [2]:
Map Phase:

 Initially split the data into key value pair and fed into
mapper which in turn process each key value pair and
generate intermediate output.
Reduce Phase:
 The Intermediate key value pair first collected, sorted
and grouped by key and generate values associated
with each key.
 The receiver produces final output based on some
calculation and stores it in an output file.
Despite being featured such as scalability in clusters,
ensuring availability, handling failures Google‟s MapReduce
has been unusable for certain kind of applications requires
iterative computation, execution of high-level language such
as SQL and work on an Internet desktop grid. Since the
MapReduce introduced, numerous MapRduce frameworks
have been developed by several companies including
Google‟s MapReduce [1], Apache‟s Hadoop MapReduce [3],
AMPLab‟s spark [4], SASReduce [5], Disco [6] etc. A lot of
research has been done to address the issues highlighted above
and some recent MapReduce implementation helps to
overcome the limitations of the prior framework. While we
consider databases, an author described salient features of
MapReduce implementation and its performance comparison
with the parallel database. According to report, MapReduce
works well in different storage systems and provide a good
framework to fault tolerance for large jobs [7].
Initially the paper describes the MapReduce classification
as well as an introductory explanation of its applications such
as distributed pattern based searching, geospatial query
processing, web link graph traversal, distributed sort, machine
learning applications etc. The primary focus of this survey
paper is to highlight some MapReduce implementation
worked well to accomplish a specific purpose and compared
with previously available frameworks. A remarkable
performance improvement over the existing system seems
after comparison. Later we discussed the recent enhancements
which help to solve the issues related to iterative computation,
efficient continuous queries execution and hybrid database.
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Fig. 1. Map Reduce framework

II.

MAP REDUCE CLASSIFICATION

Map Reduce data analytic applications are categorized on
the basis of their functions [8]:
A. Clustering based algorithm
These algorithms are memory sensitive as cluster-based
algorithm required a large amount of storage. To measure the
parameter values of multiple clusters, a massive computation
makes it compute intensive method. for eg. K-means, Fuzzy
K-means, canopy clustering etc.
B. Classification Algorithm
This algorithm works on a training set and query set to
compute k nearest values which required a sufficient memory
space to store the data. It is also compute intensive method
because a vector product is carried out to calculate the
similarity between two vectors. For eg. K-nearest neighbor etc
Author [9] analyzed the different mechanism to improve
the memory utilization on the multi-core machine for
MapReduce. Author had also explored three given
applications with respect to efficient memory utilization.
1) Hash Join- It is a variant of broadcast join by Blanas
et al [10]. In the join operation, only Map function is used to
join two tables i.e. data table (S) and reference table (R). A
hash join is not compute intensive application and its time
complexity is O(|S|).
2) KMeans- K-means application is used to partition a set
of n sample objects into K clusters for input parameter K. This
algorithm is memory intensive and compute-intensive which in
turn limiting the number of clusters K-means can generate.
The time complexity is O(|n|*|k|).
3) K-nearest neighbors- K-nearest neighbors is a
classification algorithm that uses a large in-memory data set.
KNN method uses two data sets, a query set Q and a training
set T. It chooses K closet elements in T based on a computed
distance between data points in both sets. The time complexity
of the method is O(|Q|*|T|) because it calculates the distance

between every point in Q and in T. So the KNN is compute
intensive as well as memory intensive application.
III.

MAP REDUCE APPLICATIONS

Map Reduce implementation is used in various data
intensive computation because of the functionality of parallel
processing of massive data. A short introduction of related
applications is given below:
A. Distributed pattern based searching
Distributed grep command is used to search a pattern in
the given text distributed over a network. Here map function
searches for the pattern and produces the output so no
intermediate result writes. Hence reduce function is just
copied the intermediate result to output in distributed pattern
searching [1].
Example: A big data of medical health record is analyzed
using parallelization and pattern searching property of
MapReduce taking into consideration [11]:
1) Public dataset- It consists of various reports of patients
from US Food and Drug administration.
2) Biometric Datasets- It is having human characteristics
like images [12].
3) Bioinformatics Signal datasets- This dataset represents
the recording of vital signs of a patient. e.g.
Electrocardiography ECG
4) Biomedical Image datasets- A dataset having a
collection of scanning of medical images such as ultrasound
images.
B. Geospatial Query Processing
With the technological advancement in location based
service, MapReduce helps to find out the shortest path in
Google map for a given location. Here Map function searches
all connecting paths from source to destination with distance
value. After sorting the keys, the Reduce function emits the
path which is of shortest distance.
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An algorithm LoNARS [13] has implemented to improve
Reduce task scheduling by considering data locality and
network traffic. Even author achieved 15% gain in data
shuffling time and up to 3-4% improvement in job completion
time.

F. Machine Learning Applications
Machine learning is a branch of artificial Intelligence
which deals with the building of systems that learn from data
without need of explicit programming for all the possible
conditions.

C. Distributed Sort
Distributed sort is used to arrange the data in sorted
manner split across multiple sites. In Map Reduce
implementation, initially input data is given to map function to
convert it into intermediate data which is stored in a local disk
buffer. In next step, data is transmitted to the appropriate
reducer function over the network. A number of reduce
functions sort the data according to given key value and writes
the output [14].

Author [19] discussed the case of Netflix prize data which
is an online DVD rental company. Netflix wants to predict the
user preferences of movies based on their rating. In order to
get the data map function is used to generate a table which
contains information regarding users and their movie
preferences. After completing this process, reduce function
derive a contingency table for each group of intermediate
results depicts user preferences about movies.

Author represents massive data sorting using Apache
Hadoop open source software framework with the help of
three map reduce functions [15]:


Teragen: used to generate input data to be sort.



Terasort: Sample the input data and used them with
Map Reduce to sort the data.



Teravalidate: At last sorted output data is validated.

This method is I/O intensive as it works on data
input/output.
D. Web Link Graph Traversal
A large-scale graph is also known as web graph. For eg.
According to a survey Facebook is having more than 1 billions
of users (vertices) and more than 140 billions of relationships
(edges) among them in 2012 [16].
Basically Map Reduce model is not suitable for iterative
data analysis application that‟s why it is assumed to be
inadequate for graph traversal. In order to accomplish large
scale graph processing, Surfer and GBASE are used as an
extension of Map Reduce that are proposed to make it suitable
for graph processing.
Surfer- Surfer is an engine used in graph processing. It
works with two components i.e. Map Reduce and propagation.
Map Reduce processes data parallel in terms of key/value pair
whereas propagation is an iterative computational pattern that
propagate data from a vertex to its neighbors in the graph.
GBASE- GBASE [17] executes block compression to
store homogeneous region of the graph. When a graph
traversal query is fired, GBASE selects the grid having a
block that is relevant to query. Therefore only relevant
required data is fed into Hadoop jobs.
E. Term Vector per Host
This term refers to summarize the important words of a
document or multiple documents. A map function finds out
the term vector for a particular host name as (host name, term
vector) pair and pass this data to reduce function for a given
host. Now reduce function add these term vectors and
produces a final output in terms of (host name, term vector)
[18].

G. Data Clustering
Data clustering is a fascinating field for researchers
involved in Image processing, data mining and document
retrieval area. Data clustering is used to solve the
computational complexity arises due to the voluminous data
used in processing by dividing complete data set into small
data subsets based on certain criteria.
Author [20] used parallel K-means clustering using map
reduce to minimize the efforts make to handle a large data
sets. A key feature of this algorithm is the use of combiner
used to partially combine the intermediate values of map
function with the same key.
H. Inverted Index
It is an index data structure storing mapping from contents
such as words or numbers to its locations in the database file
or in a document. Inverted Index is used in data retrieval in a
large database management system. This process receives a
list of document as input and produces word to document
indexing. Alternatively it is used to track the position of words
in a given document.
A map function parsed each document and retrieved its
document Id with the word. Later reduce function accepts all
pair of given words and emits corresponding word with its list
of relevant documents. Hence complete output pairs represent
an Inverted Index of the database.
IV.

MAP REDUCE MODELS AND THEIR COMPARISON

A. Hadoop vs. Phoenics++
Many map reduce implementations have been discussed in
the previous section. From which Hadoop is given by Apache
and support distributed memory clusters. Similarly phoenix++
works on shared memory multicore systems [21]. Author [22]
compared the performances for word count problem running
on Amazon elastic compute cloud (Amazon EC2) of both
systems and concluded that phoenix++ is superior to Hadoop
in terms of execution time. According to him phoenix++ is
faster than Hadoop by 28:5 on four virtual CPUs for 7.4
seconds versus 211 seconds.
B. Phoenix vs. Phoenix2
Phoenix was introduced as a Map Reduce model which
can work on shared memory machine and symmetric
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multiprocessors with scalability [23][24]. This model was not
appropriate for many types of workloads because of certain
functionalities. Author described the revised version of
phoenix2 as phoenix++ with the introduction of containers
which eventually reduces the memory requirement. It hides
task scheduling details and represents a basic map reduce
model. Containers are used to store emitted key-value pair by
key and storing them in combiners which stored all emitted
values with the same key. This increases the necessity of
writing high-performance code which eventually improves
scalability over phoenix2.

Later author had described a refined version of phoenix++
known as peacock. Peacock is a MapReduce system with
workflow customization execution flow which reduced the
overhead of intermediate data which is having only one
emitted value per key [27].

C. Hadoop vs. BitDew Map Reduce
Google invent a new map reduce programming for Internet
Desktop Grids using BitDew middleware. The main feature of
this implementation highlights a firewall friendly protocol,
fault tolerance, result certification, two level schedulers and
more. The Author presented new optimizations to BitDew
MapReduce in terms of aggressive task backup, intermediate
result backup, task re-execution, mitigation and network
failure hiding.

1) Data source of each iteration is having two parts, one
is variant and another is invariant.
2) Convergence of iterative procedure to a fixed point
might need a progress check at the end of each iteration.
In the iterative computation, additional functions Add Map
and Add Reduce of HaLoop works for efficient processing of
data. Here different units of HaLoop functions work
constantly for variant part of data and stored the Intermediate
value of invariant data locally. Hence reduces unnecessary
scanning of invariant data.

A new framework is proposed by the authors [25] which
emulated key aspects of Internet Desktop Grid and as well as
compared it with apache Hadoop framework. According to
their report BitDew Map Reduce framework is able to handle
all stress tests whereas Hadoop is not suitable with wide area
network topology which includes PC hidden behind firewall
and NAT. Additionally BitDew Map Reduce is more
successful in terms of fairness, resilience to node failures and
network disconnections.
D. Map Reduce Parallel Computation vs. PRAM
The author compared Map Reduce parallel computation
model to PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine) model
and analyzed that parallelization of computation on the
relatively small number of machines makes Map Reduce
model more efficient than PRAM model. However, complete
running time for mapper & reducer reaches polynomial time
rather than linear. In the paper, authors explained the idea to
compute a minimum spanning tree of a dense graph in only
two rounds whereas PRAM model requires Ω(log n) rounds
[26].
V.

MAP REDUCE ENHANCEMENT

A. Peacock: An improved version of Phoenix
Phoenix++ is a Map Reduce implementation best worked
with shared memory multicore platform. An application
distributed sort is efficiently carried out with the introduction
of built-in containers. Initially, Map Reduce starts with
partitioning the complete data set into equal size portion, each
of which is processed by map workers. Further in next step,
containers invoked to group the emitted values with the same
key and stored them in combiners.
Combiner object passes the data to reduce phase after a run
on all cross-thread emitted values. At last reduce phase parse
the data and produce the final result stored in result buffer
array. With the help of container phoenix++ implementation
reduces the overhead occurred in intermediate data storage.

B. HaLoop and Spark for Iterative Computation
An extended version of MapReduce known as HaLoop
used for data-intensive applications also work well for
Iterative computation. Author devices Iterative task with three
iterations that have two features-

The reducer just compared the data that has been catched
from the previous iteration with the newly generated results to
check whether a fixed point is achieved. This strategy helps in
time saving with the advent of local storage of invariant data.
Spark is another implementation of Map Reduce, useful
for performing iterative computation. A storage abstraction
called resilient distributed dataset (RDD), which is a
collection of tuples across a set of machines inputted to the
map function. A usual processing of map function takes place
with the tuples of each partition of RDD and further reduce
function is used for aggregation of the resulted tuples. A key
feature in spark implementation is the use of intermediate data
of RDD stored locally in memory and reused it in subsequent
iteration computation. Hence a faster processing of iterative
function is carried out [28].
C. Hadoop Online Prototype (HOP)
A new improved version of Hadoop MapReduce
framework was proposed by the authors [29] which supports
intermediate data to be pipelined between operators and
named it Hadoop online prototype (HOP). HOP helped to
widen the range of the domain of the problems like a
continuous queries execution. According to his study,
MapReduce framework can be used for event monitoring and
stream processing.
D. Reduced Input size to solve graphs
We know that MapReduce is known for parallel
processing of peta byte scale data. An idea of the author is to
apply some filtering technique so that the input size can be
reduced in distributed manner, resulting to a much smaller
problem instance can be solved on a single machine.
Author [30] mainly emphasized on the related graph
problems such as for minimum spanning tree, maximal
matching, approximate weighted matching, approximate
vertex and edge covers and minimum cuts. The given
algorithm represents the trade-off between available memories
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on the machine and numbers of map reduce rounds. Later to
proven his idea, the author depicted the implementation of the
maximal matching algorithm and represents that how to
compute a maximal matching in three map reduce rounds in
the model of [31]. Finally author concluded that if the
machine have memory O(n) then this algorithm required
O(log n) rounds.
E. HOG: Hadoop on Grid
The author proposed a Hadoop Map Reduce framework
executed on open science grid which covers all institutions
span in USA. The framework is different in terms of data
availability and detection and resolution of the zombie
datanode problem from those which are dedicated to a cluster
or cloud. It creates multi institutions failure domain and also
provides wide area data analysis as well as map data centers
across U.S. This proposed system has experimented with 1100
nodes on grid and provided comparable performance than
cluster [32].
F. Cloud Data Management System
Map Reduce is a programming model which implements
applications over cloud data storage system. Various service
providers provided data management systems over cloud such
as Google‟s Bigtable [33], Yahoo‟s PNUTS/Sherpa,
Amazon‟s Dynamo, Microsoft‟s Dryad ets.
G. Summarizing Large Text Based On Map Reduce
Framework
Author proposed a technique to summarize large collection
of text using semantic similarity based clustering and topic
modeling using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) over Map
Reduce framework [34]. The proposed method is evaluated in
terms of scalability, compression ratio, retention ratio,
ROUGE and pyramid score. Experiment results have shown
the better scalability and reduced time complexity of
summarization of large text data over Map Reduce
framework. Author also proposed a multilingual text
summarization over Map Reduce framework as his future
work.
VI.

MAP REDUCE AND DATA PROCESSING TOOLS

A. HadoopDB
The author suggested a hybrid system of parallel database
and Map Reduce based system named HadoopDB to utilize
performance and efficiency of parallel database as well as
scalability, flexibility and fault tolerance of Hadoop. The
ability of HadoopDB makes extensible support for performing
data analysis at the large scale of workloads. [35]
B. Hive
Hive- an open source data warehousing system used by
various companies like Yahoo, facebook etc to store and
process huge data sets on commodity hardware [36]. Hive
works on a SQL like declarative language- HiveQL to execute
queries. Hive contains a system catalog - Metastore – which
includes schemas and statistics, useful in data exploration,
query optimization and query compilation. Authors are aiming
to develop methods for multi-query optimization techniques
and generic n-way joins process in a single map-reduce job.

C. Apache Pig
Apache Pig is a platform for analyzing large data sets that
consists of a high-level language for expressing data analysis
programs with a salient property that their structure is
amenable to substantial parallelization, which in turns enables
them to handle very large data sets [37]. There is a compiler in
Pig‟s infrastructure layer that produces sequence of map
reduce programs. Pig is used a declarative language i.e. Pig
Latin which has the properties 1). Ease of programming; 2).
Optimization opportunities; 3). Extensibility.
D. SCOPE (Structured Computations Optimized for Parallel
Execution)
Scope is a declarative and highly extensible language for
web scale data analysis on large clusters. This is much like to
SQL so users don‟t require training to use it. Users can easily
develop their own functions to solve problems by
implementing their own functions and versions of operators:
extractors (parsing and constructing rows from a file),
processors (row-wise processing), reducers (group-wise
processing), and combiners (combining rows from two
inputs). SCOPE compiler generates a parallel execution plans
which is further optimize by its optimizer [38].
VII.

RELATED WORK

The most related work associated with the introduction of
various MapReduce models and its relation with the database
processing [39]. This tutorial provides the insight about how
to improve the performance by increasing availability of the
system in case of failure, reduced network communication
overhead, process scheduling etc. [40] Authors performed a
detailed study about its open source implementation-Hadoop
and few factors such as 1) I/O mode, the way of a reader
retrieving data from the storage system, 2) data parsing, the
scheme of a reader parsing the format of records, and 3)
indexing, which is used to speeding up data processing.
According to the given study [41] in case of complex
analytical task, Hadoop is slower by a factor of 3,1 to 6.5 as
compare to parallel data base systems. Later it has been
notified that by tuning the above given factors, performance of
Hadoop system is improved by a factor of 2.5 to 3.5 for the
same benchmark. A critical comparison is carried out
between parallel database and MapReduce that criticize the
performance of MapReduce [42] for large data bases.
According to survey parallel DBMS is more suitable for large
scale data processing whereas MR excels in complex analytics
and ETL. Basically an interface is required between parallel
DBMS and MapReduce to gain the performance excellence of
both systems. A large scale data management arise the interest
about cloud environment. Author described the concept of
cloud computing, related research and its implementation
based on VCL (Virtual Computing Laboratory) [43].
VIII.

CONCLUSION

MapReduce provides a distributed parallel computing
across multiple nodes and return result on a particular node.
MapReduce plays a vital role in parallel data processing
because of its salient features such as scalability, flexibility
and fault tolerance. Previous Research showed that Map
Reduce framework is not sufficient to handle some specific
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kind of applications. It raised a question regarding
improvement and enhancement of the Map Reduce
architecture to address those issues and challenges. In this
survey paper, our focus was on the extended Map Reduce
framework with additional functionalities to support some
specific kind of tasks. Initially, we reviewed Google invented
Map Reduce architecture and its various applications. Many
organizations have invented various Map Reduce frameworks
with additional features after Google‟s invention. We had
compared the design and functionalities of frameworks with
Apache Hadoop and Phoenix.
A lot of research work has been done on the extension of
Map Reduce carried out with new functionalities and
mechanism to optimizing it for a new set of problems. We
reviewed the extended version of Mapreduce for more data
intensive applications such as HaLoop and Spark Map Reduce
work well for Iterative computation. Another improved
version of Hadoop is known as hadoop online prototype
(HOP) designed to support continuous query execution &
event handling concluding with the introductory description of
HadoopDB which helps to improve the performance of the
system with combined features of parallel database and
Hadoop database. At last a brief introduction of different data
processing tool such as HadoopDB, Hive, Apache Pig and
SCOPE used with Map Reduce has been discussed.
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